Dehydrator Box Build Plan

Cut Sheet Metal
1. Using a foot shear or similar tool, cut all the sheet metal components to the correct dimensions.
For dimensions, refer to drawings…
 LS-101F (Top/Side Panel) *
 LS-102F (Bottom/Side Panel)*
 LS-103 (Back Panel)
 LS-104F (Door Panel)**
 LS-105F (Tray Holder)***
 LS-106F (Chimney)
 LS-107F (Ventilation Channel)*
 1’x 1’x.06” sheet (for Flange)
*If planning to use waterjet to cut out
squares and/or holes contained within
this part, oversize this part if waterjet
cannot zero in on corner.
**Use band saw to cut the squares out of the upper corners.
***Make eight LS-105 parts

2. Measure and mark a 6 inch (.1524 m) diameter hole in center of ‘top’ sheet metal for chimney.
Refer to drawing LS-101 (Top/Side Panel).
3. Measure and mark a 1”x1” (.0254mx.0254m) square on the ‘side’ pieces. Refer to drawings LS101 (Top/Side Panel) and LS-102 (Bottom/Side Panel).
4. Measure and mark a 10” (.254 m) diameter and 5.98” (.15189m) diameter circle on the Flange
sheet metal. Refer to drawing LS-110.

NOTE: Steps 2-4 are not necessary if
using a waterjet for cutting. However,
it may be useful if using a different
cutting method.

Cut Sheet Metal (continued…)
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Insert Top/Side Panel into waterjet.
Upload the LS-101 dxf. file to the waterjet software and cut part.
Insert Bottom/Side Panel into waterjet.
Upload the LS-102 dxf. file to the waterjet software and cut part.
Insert Ventilation Channel into waterjet.
Upload the LS-107 dxf. file to the waterjet software and cut part.
Insert the 1’x 1’x.06” (.3048 m x .3048 m x 1.524 mm) sheet metal for the flange.
Upload the LS-110 dxf. file to the waterjet software and cut part.

NOTE: Completely dry the sheet metal after waterjet to avoid rust.

Bend Sheet Metal
1. Measure and mark all folds on sheet metal. Refer to drawings LS-101F, LS-102F, LS-104F, and LS105F, LS-107F.
2. Bend Top/Side Panel to a 90 degree angle on marked fold. Refer to drawing LS-101.
3. Bend Bottom/Side Panel to a 90 degree angle on marked fold. Refer to drawing LS-102.
4. Bend Door Panel to a 90 degree angle on marked fold. Refer to drawing LS-104.
5. Bend Ventilation Channel to a 90 degree angle on marked folds. Refer to drawing LS-107.

To bend the sheet metal, use a
hand brake bending machine or
similar tool.

6. Bend leaf tray holder to a 90 degree angle.
Repeat for all 8 holders. Refer to drawing
LS-105.
7. Bend Chimney into a 2’ (.6096 m) long cylinder with a 6” (.1524 m) diameter using a sheet metal
roller.

Welding

1. Mark placement of tray holders on side panels.
Refer to LS-105W for placement locations.
2. Using TIG welding, spot weld the 8 tray holders
into place. Refer to welding drawing LS-105W.
3. Fully weld the Back Panel, the Bottom/Side
Panel, and the Top/Side Panel together. Refer to
welding drawing, LS-100W.

4. To weld Chimney, overlap edges of
cylinder and zip tie into place.
5. Using a lap joint weld, TIG weld the
Chimney.
6. Weld Flange onto base of Chimney.

Intake Pipes
1. Cut tubing to an 8 foot long pipe. Repeat with second pipe.
2. Measure and mark 37 inches (.9398 m) in from end of pipe. From this mark, measure and mark
22 inches (.5588 m) in. Repeat with second pipe.

3. Using an end mill, start at mark with a 5/16 inch drill
bit, and bore a hole into the desired location per LS108.

4. With the 5/16 inch hole in place, mill out a 22
inch slit. Repeat with second pipe.

Tray Holders
1. Using a miter saw and table saw, cut eight 21 inch (.5334 m) long pieces of wood. Refer to
drawing LS-201.
2. Cut eight 23 inch (.5842 m) long pieces of wood. Refer to drawing LS-202.

3. Clamp a long and short frame piece
together, with the face of the smaller
piece flush with the side of the longer
piece. Refer to drawing LS-200.

4. Predrill a hole into longer piece of wood
parallel to the short piece.

5. Using 1 inch long wood screws,
screw the two pieces together.
6. Repeat for the other 3 corners to
create frame. Make 4 frames.

7. Cut cheesecloth into four 26”X26” pieces.
8. Staple the cheesecloth to wooden frames.

Assembly
Door Handle
1. Make door handle per LS-109.
2. Using 2 screws, 2 washers, and 2 nuts (1/4” inner diameter), attach wooden door handle to the
door. Refer to LS-104 and LS-109.
Install Door
1. Using a hand drill, drill holes in Door Panel
and Bottom Panel for the door hinges. Refer
to LS-102F and LS-104F.
2. Using 2 door hinges, 8 screws, 8 washers, and
8 nuts (1/4” inner diameter), attach Door to
Bottom.
Install Chimney
1. Line up the screw holes in the Flange with the
screw holes in the Top Panel.
2. Using 6 screws, 6 washers, and 6 nuts (1/4”
inner diameter), attach Chimney to Top Panel.

Finishing Touches
1.

Insert the Crossbars through the squares in
the Sides of the box.
2. Insert the Ventilation Channel into the box (insert metal supports in center sides of ventilation
channel for support)
3. Insert the four leaf drying trays.

